Hangzhou Dragon Hotel
INTRODUCTION

Dragon Hotel is conveniently located in the heart of commercial and cultural
center of Hangzhou, and is facing the beautiful Baoshi(Jewel)Mountain with
close proximity to Provincial and City Government.
The simple yet sophisticated architectural style of the hotel makes you feel in
a noblest and elegant palace, which perfectly matches the nature environment
and city atmosphere.
Dragon Hotel, with an investment of one billion yuan, will be renovated and
become the 1st luxury platinum five-star hotel in Hangzhou. The 1st phase with
three hundred guest rooms and 3 food and beverage outlets will come into use
in 3rd quarter of 2009. No matter you travel to Hangzhou because of business,
or leisure, the brand new Dragon Hotel will bring you an enjoyable and
unforgettable traveling time in Hangzhou.
Our hotel is easily accessible, 45 minutes drive from Hangzhou International
Airport and 20 minutes drive from Hangzhou Railway Station.
Phone: (86) (571) 87998833
Fax: (86) (571) 87998090
Address: No.120 Shuguang Road, Hangzhou, China 310007
Website: www.dragon-hotel.com

Guest Rooms

Dragon Hotel comprises 596 guest rooms including superior, deluxe,
executive floor rooms, deluxe suites, presidential suites, and service
apartments.
All guest rooms are spacious and elegant, offer double-double and
king-sized beds, fully equipped with high speed internet and wi-fi
internet access, and features a well appointed bathroom with
separate bath tub and rain-forest shower stall.
Deluxe and Executive Suites have an exquisite living or dining area
and a comfortable bedroom with a total of 120 square meters.

Guest Room Amenities

▲ Bottled mineral water
▲ Tea and coffee
▲ Shoe-shining service

Business Amenities

▲ Desk level electrical outlets, HSIA connection and
phone jacks
▲ Hand-free telephone
▲ Voice-mail
▲ Multi-media IP Phone
▲ Four-in-one machine in executive floor rooms
(printing, fax, photocopy and scanning)

Check-in and Check-out

▲ Check-in time: 2:00pm
▲ Check-out time: 12:00 noon
▲ Express check in / out

Parking

▲ 500 underground parking lots

Recreation Facilities and Gym

▲ Fitness center
▲ Swimming pool
▲ Spa
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Mee ting Facilities
● Dragon Hotel will be the preferred and largest venue
for many international meetings in Hangzhou,
conferences and events with a total space of 4,000
square meters and most advanced technologic
facilities.
● Particularly impressive are two 1,200 square meters
Grand Ballroom which can be divided into six selfcontained banquet rooms, the ceiling height are
8 meters and 6 meters.
● The Grand Ballroom caters to a capacity of 820 people as
classroom set-up, and 800 people as banquet set-up.
● Dragon Hotel also boasts 12 well-equipped versatile
function rooms from 60 square meters to 630 square
which are suitable for organizing any type of event.
● The Meeting Conference Centre is also equipped with
VIP room.

Dinning
● Coffee Shop— — offer the finest experience of
tasting where the kitchen is a stage, you can
savor delicacies from around the world by the
chef with extensive experience in food service
operation, prepare your senses for an authentic
culinary experience like no other.

● 300 seats

Breakfast
6:00am——10:00am
Buffet lunch
11:30am——2:30pm
Buffet dinner
5:30pm——10:00pm
Operation Hours
6:00am——12:00mn
Buffet Brunch (Saturday / Sunday)
11:30am——2:30pm

● J apanese Restaurant, Italian R estaurant and Chinese Restaurant serves classic cuisines,
and C igar Bar , Patisserie and W ine Cellar offering fun and entertainment.
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Tour

● Marco Polo described Hangzhou as “the City of Heaven,

the most beautiful and magnificent in the World”.
● Around the hotel there have many famous scenic spots，

We are very pleased to recommend the following:
1)West Lake
2)Lingyin Temple
3)Bamboo-lined path at Yunqi
4)Leifeng Pagoda
5)Temple of Yue Fei
6)Yellow Dragon cave dressed in green
7)Enjoying tea at dragon well
8)China National Tea Museum
9)China National Silk Museum
10)Hefang Ancient Street
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